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1. MAIN THEOREM 
Let A be a Noetherian unique factorization domain containing the prime 
field F, with p elements. We assume below that every finitely generated, projec- 
tive A-module of rank p, p - 1, or p - 2 is free. Let S = Spec(A). We denote 
by G (or Z/pZ) a cyclic group of order p. A finite &ale covering X of S (with 
the structure morphism 9: X -+ S) is said to be p-cyclic if there is given a free 
action of the group G on X (acting as S-automorphisms) and the quotient 
scheme of X with respect to the G-action is isomorphic to S (cf. Mumford [l] 
for definitions). A p-cyclic covering 4: X + S is said to be of Artin-Schreier 
type if the coordinate ring R of X is A-isomorphic to an A-algebra A[y], where 
y”-y=a with aEA 
and the G-action is given by a(y) = y  + 1 for a generator cr of G. 
We shall begin with the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a Noetherian unique factorization domain satisf$ng 
the conditions as above. Then every p-cyclic covering of S = Spec(A) is of Artin- 
Schreim type. 
Proof. Our proof consists of several steps. 
(I) Let 4: X+ S be a p-cyclic covering of S and let R be the atline 
coordinate ring of X. Then R is a finitely generated, projective A-module of 
rank p. By the assumption on A, R is a free A-module. Let (es ,..., e,-,) be a 
free basis of R, i.e., R = Ae, @ 0.. @ AeDwl . Let us show that we may take 
e,, to be the unity 1. Indeed, we have 1 = a,e, @ ... @ uP-lep--1 for a, ,..., 
a,-, E A. Then A = Aa, + *a- + Aa,-l. Hence we have 1 = q,bO + a** + 
a,,b,, for b, ,..., b,-, E A. Define a surjective homomorphism 0: R + A of 
A-modules by setting e(e,) = b, for p < i < p - 1. The kernel K of 0 is a 
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finitely generated, projective A-module of rank p - 1, which is a free A-module 
again by the assumption on A. Since R z K @ A(a,,e,, + ... + a,-,e,-,), the 
unity 1 is a member of a free basis of R. We assume below that e, = 1. 
(II) Let 0 be a generator of G. With respect to a free basis (1, e, ,,.., e,-J, 
the action of (T on A has the following matrix representation 
where ME GL(p - 1, A) and IMP = E (= the identity matrix). The eigenvalues 
of M are all equal to 1. Then we can find a nonzero element e = b,el + ... + 
b,-le,-, of R such that a(e) = e + a with a E A, a # 0 and either every prime 
divisor of the ideal I = b,A + ... + bpdlA has height 32 or I = A. We shall 
show that I = A. Suppose the contrary. Note first that a E Q for every prime 
ideal Q such that I _C Q. Hence, a E Plz (the radical of I). Since ht(1) > 2, we 
can find a prime divisor Q0 of a such that I g Q,, . Let 3 = A/Q,, , a = RIQ,R, 
i?i = e, (mod Q,,R) and &=bi (modQ,) for 1 ,<i<p- 1. Then Jis the 
invariant subring of i? with respect to the induced G-action on i?. However, 
z = e (mod QJ?) is a nonzero G-invariant element, not in 2. This is a contra- 
diction. Therefore we know that I = A. Since a finitely generated, projective 
A-module of rank p - 2 is free by assumption, the arguments as in the first 
step imply that e is a member of a free basis of Ae, + ... + Ae,-, . We may 
assume that e, = e. Then it is easy to see that a = ue - e is an invertible 
element of A. Let y = e/a. Then o(y) = y + 1. 
(III) We shall show that {l,y,..., yp-l} is a free basis of R. Write the 
exterior product 1 A y A .*. A yp-l in the form 
lhyh *** A ypel = d(1 A e, A .a- A epel), 
where d E A. We have only to show that d is invertible in A. For this, we have 
only to prove the following assertion for every maximal ideal M of A: Let 
K = A/M, a = R/MR, and z = y (mod MR); then 1, z,..., ZP--1 are linearly 
independent over K. Suppose the contrary. Then we have a relation 
,zT + hl.2+l + *a’ + A, = 0, 
where 0 < r < p and h, ,..., h, E K. We assume that the degree t is the smallest 
among the relations of the same type. Since U(Z) = x + 1 and 
(02)7 + X,(ux)~-1 + --* + A, = 0, 
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we have a relation of lower degree 
x7-r + (terms of lower degree) = 0. 
This is a contradiction to the choice of r. Therefore, (1, y,..., ye-l} is a free 
basis of R over A, and R = A[y]. 
(IV) Now we have a manic equation 
F(y) := y’ + cly’-1 + -.* + cs-ly + CD = 0 (1) 
with c, ,..., cp E A. Since a(y) = y  + 1 and F(uy) = 0, we can show easily 
that c, = *.* = c=.-~ = 0 and cpdl = -1. Thus, Eq. (1) is written in the form 
y”--y=a with aEA. 
It is clear that this is the unique relation for y  over A. Therefore, the p-cyclic 
covering +: X-+ S is of Artin-Schreier type. Q.E.D. 
Let $: X-t S and 4’: X’ + S be p-cyclic coverings of S. A morphism of 
p-cyclic coverings 8: (X, 4) + (X’, 4’) is a surjective morphism of S-schemes 
8: X--f x’, i.e., 4 = $’ . 0. It is said to be p-permissible if 0 permutes the actions 
of G on X and x’. Write X = Spec(R) and x’ = Spec(R’), where R = A[y] 
and R’ = A[y’], y  and y’ being subject to the relations, 
y"-y=a, y'p-~'=a' with a, a’ E A. 
We may normalize the actions of G on X and X’ so that 
U(Y) = Y + 1 and fJ(Y’) = Y’ + 1, 
where u is a generator of G. 
A morphism of p-cyclic coverings 8: (X, 4) -+ (X’, $‘) is determined by the 
associated injective homomorphism p: R’ -+ R of A-algebras. It is easy to 
show that p(y’) = oy + b, where 01, b E A, (~p--l = 1 and a’ - aa = bp - b, 
and that 0 is p-permissible if and only if OL = 1. 
On the other hand, a p-cyclic covering q5: X + S is said to be trivial if X is 
S-isomorphic to a disjoint union of p copies of S. Then a p-cyclic covering 
+: X+ S is trivial if and only if X is disconnected as a scheme. In terms of 
the athne coordinate ring, a p-cyclic covering $: X+ S is trivial if and only 
if a = b - bp for some element b E A. 
We denote by P(S, Z&Z) the set of isomorpbism classes of p-cyclic coverings 
up to p+ermissible morphisms. Then it is known that Hr(S, Z/pZ) is endowed 
with a structure of additive group. The addition is defined in the following 
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fashion: Let +: X-+ S and 4’: X’ -+ S be as above, and define a p-cyclic 
covering 4”: X” + S by setting, 
x” = the quotient scheme of X xs X’ with respect to the 
G-action defined by (g, (x, x’)) t-+ (gx, g-lx’) 
4” = the morphism induced by 4 * pr,: (x, x’) F+ 4(x); 
then the class of (X”, (5”) is the sum of the classes (X, (6) and (X’, $‘); the zero 
element of @(S, Z/pZ) is represented by the trivial p-cyclic covering. In terms 
of the af3ine coordinate rings, it is easy to show that X” has the coordinate 
ring R” = A[y”], where y”p -y”=a+a’anda(y”)=y”+ 1. 
We denote by A+ the underlying additive group of A and by A,+ the sub- 
group of A+ formed by all elements of the form b - bp with 6 E A. Then we 
have the following 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A and S be as in Theorem 1.1. Then the group W(S, Z/pZ) 
is isomorphic to the group A-t/A,,+. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0, 
and let An := Spec(k[t, ,..., t,J) be the n-dimensional a&e space. Then 
fl(A”, Z/pZ) is isomorphic to the subgroup of the additive group k[t, ,..., t,J+, 
which is spanned by all monomials in k[t, ,..., t,J, not in k[t,p ,..., tnn]. 
Proof. This follows easily from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, if one notes that 
the conditions on A are satisfied by k[t, ,..., tn] (cf. Quillen [2]). 
2. P-CYCLIC COVERINGS OF THE AFFINE LINE 
In the following, we fix an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 
as the ground field. Let A1 := Spec(k[t]) be the afline line defined over k. 
We have the following: 
LEMMA 2.1. A connected p-cyclic covering X of the a&e line is isomorphic 
to an a@te plane curve 
yp - y = cp + *** + c,-,t, 
where co ,..., c,-r E k, co # 0, n > 0, and ci = 0 whenever i = 0 (modp). The 
covering X is totally ramiJied over the point at infinity of Al. Namely, X has only 
one place outside of X. The genus of X is equal to (p - l)(n - 1)/2. 
Proof. The first assertion was already proved in the preceding results. We 
shall prove the remaining assertions. Embed A2 into the projective plane Pa 
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as the complement of a line so that, with respect to a homogeneous coordinate 
system (Y, T, 2) on Pa, we have y = Y/Z and t = T/Z. Suppose n > p. Then 
the closure 95 of X in P2 is defined by an equation 
y~zn-p - y.n-1 = c,Tn + .a. + c,-~TZ”-~. 
Let 1, be the line at infinity defined by Z = 0. Then 3 n 1, consists of a single 
point Pm: (Y, T, Z) = (1, 0,O). Performing the quadratic transformation of P2 
with center Pm and looking at the proper transform r of 3, we know that P, 
is a point of multiplicity n - p and there is a single point PL on J’ lying over 
P, . Namely, 3 has a single point in the first infinitesimal neighborhood of Pm . 
Next, perform the quadratic transformation with center PL and look at the 
proper transform 3” of 9’. Repeating this process, we know straightforwardly 
that Pm is a one-place point of S? and has the following multiplicity sequence, 
(n -A P,...,p, yl ,... , yl ,... , yap . . . . yap L...), -- - 
m-l ml ma 
where the integers m, m, ,..., m, , Y, ,..., Y, are determined by the Euclidean 
algorithm, 
n =pm+r, with 0 < Y, < p, 
p = vl + y2 with 0 < y2 < yl , 
f-, = r,m, + y3 with 0 < y3 < r2, 
Y,-~ = r,-lm,-l + y, with 0 < ra < I,-1 , 
Y,-~ = yam, + 1. 
In the multiplicity sequence above, the ith number from the left is the multi- 
plicity of I at the point in the (i - 1)st infinitesimal neighborhood of P, . 
Since X is nonsingular, the genus of X is equal to 
(n - l)(n - 2) 
2 
- i ((n - p)(n - p - 1) + (m - 1) $0 - 1) + mlyl(rl - 1) 
+ e-s + mar&, - I>> 
= (n - l)(P - 1) 
2 * 
The case p > n can be handled in a similar fashion. Q.E.D. 
Given a nonnegative integer g divisible by (p - 1)/2, define the integer 
N(g) by 
N(g)=n-[;I-1 and n=l+g/(q). 
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Let Ai be the affine line A1 with one point deleted off, and let V, be the set 
of k-rational points of Ai x AN(g). W e set K, = the one-point set. Then we 
have the following: 
THEOREM 2.2. H1(A1, Z/pZ) is a disjoint union of Vg’s and J’-, , where g 
runs over all nonnegative integers divisible by (p - 1)/2, and V, and VP, are 
defined as above. 
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